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Project summary
We aimed to maximise the learning benefits of lectures for students in 
large-scale statistics and data science courses, as well as explore new strate-
gies to improve student engagement. Building on our previous success with 
using large-scale  interactives, we developed new lectures designed around the 
interactives and combined the benefits of lecture experiences, CANVAS-based 
and other online collaborative activities, adapting to the challenges of teaching 
remotely. 

Sharing our ideas
We wrote regular posts on our blog to informally share and reflect on 
our project progress. In the future, we will also feature guest posts 
from other statistics educators, both within NZ and internationally.

Building concepts on scale
Before lockdown, Emma was able to trial new data sets to get students to 
exploring data in lectures, including one based on LEGO. She also worked 
with Anna to develop a sequence of activities for introducing reasoning with 
chance and the randomisation test, which included the use of marshmallows!

After lockdown, Emma explored ways to engage students through online 
tutorials, receiving a Faculty Teaching and Development Grant to further 
develop these.

Outputs and Impacts
Journal article published outlining engagement activities:SDSE article

Interactivity on demand
Anna explored re-designing lectures based on 
interactives, rather than trying to fit them into 
existing lectures. Over summer school (before 
lockdown) she trialled a series of lectures for 
introducing the randomisation test, which 
Emma then expanded and enhanced. She also 
developed and shared new technologies and 
improved existing apps to promote even more 
interactivity within large lectures.  

Outputs and Impacts

Hey Google! interactive-driven lecture: Go big 
or go home post
Teaching innovation day for Department of 
Statistics: Slides
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Feel good hooks - engaging and motivating students 
Rhys used a variety of platforms to engage and motivate students to supplement lectures: Google Sheets, Google 
Hangouts and Canvas Quizzes. Engagement activities were embedded in lecture recordings, which included: Name 
that tune (tunes were played on a keyboard for them to guess), guess who the famous person is (impersonations of 
celebrities for students to guess) and the use of teddy bears (Frederick and Jessabella) who presented students with 
riddles and quizzes. 

Students were encouraged to provide their answers via Google Sheets. Some of these activities were suggested by 
students, showing we value their ideas. Students could also upload pictures of their whanau (including pets) to 
share with the class, via Google Sheets. 

Students also stated key concepts and ideas they didn’t understand, whereby a recording was made and shared on 
Canvas to answer them. Student generated data (i.e. where students were studying in the world) were also used to 
supplement course content delivery, using visualisation software like iNZight and iNZight VIT to display their data. 

Outputs and Impacts
A student created a video montage of some of the engagement activities: TikTok video
Invited to share elements of this project at: FoS celebration of teaching event 2020, FoS Pandemic Pedagogy and Ed-
ucation zoom event 2020 and also an event run by Sage - Supercharge your online quantitative teaching (UK and 
USA): YouTube Video & Sage online webpage for the event
Journal article published outlining engagement activities: SDSE article


